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A STOFP'IC-SCALE MODEL FOR

SIMILATING CONDESED ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE

1. Introduction.

Historically, the many rarameters in the atmosphere that are measured on a
routine basis do not include the condensed moisture content, its th~rmodynamic
phase, or its drop-size distribution. The three parameters mentioned above art-
difficult at beat to measure in the free atmosphere and to obtain otservationc
of them on a global scale is presently beyond the state of the art. Even
though remote sensing devices using satellite observatio'i platforms are being
tested, no adequate,readily available method of observing these elements Is in
existence. Since numerous present-day problems are deeply concerned with and,
tn many cases, entirely dependent on such knowledge, the synoptic-scale model
for simulating condensed atmospheric moisture (referred to below as the model)
was developed. This model is designed to use operationally-produced, gridded
global analyses to produce a "best estimate" of condensed moisture content, its
thermodynamic phase, and the resultant drop-size distribution at a point in

space and time.

A second application allows the user to input suxmarized cloud data and tem-
perature profiles from station files and produce station analyses of the con-

densed moisture.

Another application of the model allows the movement (via flight simulation)
of a payload to be followed through the simulated weather environment and enablei
information on the effects that the environment exerts on the specific payload
to be collect,-d.

This technical report only treats the use of gridded inputs to perform the
environmental simulations and contains dirtussion of the following major topics:

a. The input data bas-,Includlng design and source.

b. The method used for specification of total condensed moisture content,
its thermodynamic phase, and the subsequent drop-size distribut".on.

c. Change in parameter determination.

d. Model output.

e. Application.

f. Additional model improvements and conclusions.

2. Input Data Base.

The Air Force Global Weather Central (APGWC) operationally produces two dis-
tinct, gridded data bases. These include a global cloud analysis, referred to a.•
the 3DNEPH, and a second data base consisting of the global analyses of conven-

1



USAFETAC TN 74-4 June 1974

tional parameters including tra Northern Hemisphere Analysis (NHA), the Tropical
Weather Analysis (TWA), and the Southern Hemisphere Analysis (SHA) Further de-
velopment o. these data bases for climatological usc by the USAF Environmental
q;-hnical Applications Center (USAFETC) are detailed by Feddes, et al, in
'ISAETAC TN 74-2. Throughout this report the Northern Hemisphere portion of
the analysis data base is referred to es the NHA and the Southern as the SHA.
:;tnce the Northern and Southern Hemisphex-s of the 3DKEPH and the analyses are
mirrored projections, any programs used in the Northern Hemisphere have direct
application in the Southern Hemisphere.

The input to the model utilizes the 3LNEPH box and analysis time files. !.,

Sput parameters and the source for areal simulation are as follows:

a. Low, middle, hih, or convection cloud types - 3tKEPH.

b. Layered cloud amounts - 3DREPH.

c. Present weather conditions - 3DKEPH.

d. Base, tops, and midpoints of layers - APGWC Model Terrain.

e. Layers that define low, middle, high, or convective type - AFGWC 3DREPH
Definition.

f. Temperature and D-value profiles (ISAFETAC TN 74-2 - Appendix B)

3. Data Compatibility.

Data compatibility, as concerns geographical location of points from tne
3DNEPH and the NHA, presents a major problem In the simultaneous use of the t%
data bases since the 3DNEPH has a nominal horizontal resolution of 25 nm while
the NHA has a resolution of 200 rm. Thus, every ninth point on every ninth
line of the 3DNEPH corresponds exactly to an NRA point. Using an example of any
2x2 set of points, the corresponding relationship between the N1.A and the 3DtEPH
points is shown in Figure 1. To preserve the resolution of the 3DVEPH and,
therefore, the synoptic scale of the simulation, horizon.al interpolation of the
NHA parameters is necessary. The parameters to be interpolated inr2ude temper-
ature and D-value fields for the standard levels between 1000 and _.CO mb and
the surface temperature field. An NRA point coincides with every ninth point
on every ninth row of the 3DrEPH, thus, the upper left point in a 3DNEPH sub-
box (Figure 3) is the only one that corresponds to an NRA point. Therefore, 63
double-linear interpolations are used to determine the values of the parameter
at the 3DNEPH resilution. Figure 2 is an example of a horizontal temperature
interpolation for the point on row 4 and column 4 and indicated by a circle on
Figure 1.

The temperature interpolations in the vertical are linear and use a set of
predetermined constants based on the terrain for each point, the D-value (height
profile, and a temperature profile correspondir- to the D-value p-ofile. The
predetermined constants based on the terrain are on a set of tapes containing
heights of the 3DNEPH layer bases, tops, anid midpoints in meters above MSL.

2
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: Terrain. 1 2

Lae 250. 229110~
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00 6700

12 16763 1 13715

15 ___________57 62 63 64
Low Clouds LaPers 1-7
Middle Clouds Layers 8-10High Clouds Lesh rs 11-1b2 Figure 3. Sub-box Numbers Within
Convectd~ e dd Layer. 1-12 a 311TePH Box. The rub-box inter-
Number of usable Laers 12 sections are NICt points.

Thlese tapes also contain inforu~tion pertaining to the inclusive lay~ers that can
contain low, vdddle, high, and convective clouds, and the number of layers (up
to 15) that have clouds. An example of tops, bases, and midpoints of layers
that can contain clouds for a terrain of 2500 meters is given in Table 1. The

table also gives the Incli'sive layler. for low, middle, high, and conve~ctive
clouds, plus the number of layers that can contain clouds. This predetermined

terrain-dependent information is stored by row within 3DNEPII box/sub-box con-
figuraton, i.e., each 3 MiEP box in further divided into 64 sus-boxes (see

Xigure 3).
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Using the results of the horizontally interpolated D-value (height) and ten-

ocrature profiles and the terrain-dependent constants, the vertical interpola-

tions are performed. Using the two NHA pressure lpvels that encompass a 3DNEPH-

Layer midpoint, the layer midpoint temperature is %zaLculated and stored for

later use in the model. The 3DflEPH-point parameters listed earlier, the layered

cloud amounts converted to MSL, terrain-dependent constants, and the temperature

profile become input to the model.

Time compatibility of the 3MEPH (analyzed every three hours) and the NWA

(analyzed every 12 hours) requires that zimulation be performed only at OOZ and

12Z until dependable time interpolation techniques can be adapted to the his-

torical time files of the rF'A and SHA.

4. Specification of Condensed Moisture Content, Thermodynamic Phase, and Drou-
BIze Distribution.

The specification of condensed moisture content, its thermodynamic phase,

and its subsequent drop-size distribution on a global scale is best performed by

the extension of measur'ed parameters through aut-omated estimation. The ration-

ale used in developing, the following technques is contained In USAFETAC TN 74-:

The basic techniques are described below and the reader is referred to the above

referenced Technical Note for discussion or the theoretical basis for the param-

"eterizations. Additional re.inements to the specifications of condensed mois-

ture content, the thermodynamic phase, and the drop-size distribution are con-

tained here in the section titled "Change in Pmrameter Determination."

a. Condensed Moimtlire Content. The condensed moisture content at a point I:

estimated frcia five parameters. These parameters arm the temperature at the poll

in question, type of cloud that exists at the point, the percentage that the pol,

is above the cloud base, the amount of cloud for the layer (applied to the point,

and whether prec:ipitation exists at the surface below the point. The percentage

that the point is above the cloud base is derived by dividing the difference be-

tween the height of cloud top and base by the difference between the height of tV

midpoint of the layer and the cloud base. The quotient is then multiplifd by 10

The process begins by taking the cloud type and the temperature at a point

and determining the maximum condensed moisture (CM) that can exist for that

combination. This maximum CM is evaluated fror a "look-up" table developed

from the information contained in Table 2. This table is similar to that con-
tained in the USAFETAC Report #6988 by Feddes (unpublished). The Table is a
"best estimate" of maximum condensed moisture and was derived from an extensive
literature search on measured condensed moisture.

Next, obtain the percent of the maxlmum condensed mcisture which can exist
at that level in the particular cloud concerned. The vertical cloud profiles,
Figures 4 through 7,, from Feddes' USAFETAC Report #6988 are used to determine
the condensed moisture content. This produces the maximum amount of condensed
moisture to be expected at that 3DREPH-layer midpoint.

4
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Table 2. The MaxVdam Condensed Moisture (in g/m3) that can Occur in
a Nonprecipitating Cloud as a Function of Cloud Type and Temperature.

Temperature (degrees C)

-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 +5 +10
Cloud <-25 to to to to to to to to > 15
Type -20 -15 -10 -5 0 +5 +10 +15

ST .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 .50 .50
SC .20 .30 .40o .5 -50 .55 .60 .70 .70 .70

CU 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
NS .35 .4c .45 .50 .60 .60 .75 .90 .90 .90
AC .25 .30 .35 .40 .Ao .45 .60 .70 .70 .70
AS .15 .Y) .25 .30 .30 .35 .40 .50 .50 .50
CS .15 .15 .15 .20 .20 .20 .25 .25 .25 .25
CI .10 .10 .10 .10 .15 .15 .15 .20 .20 .20

cc .05 .05 .05 .05 .10 .10 .10 .15 .15 .15
CB 6.5 6.5 6.5 ;.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

I" precipitation is occurring at tne surface below the point being con-
sidered, the precipitating curve on the profile for the appropriate cloud type

is used. Also, in cases where precipitation is present, the portion of the

c9ndensed moisturG to the left of the nonprecipitating curve is considered

cloud moisture and the portion between the nonprecipitating value and the pre-
cipitating value ia precipitation. In cases where the precipitating value Is
less than the rinprecipitating value, all of the conudensed moisture is considere
to be moisture in cloud form.

Pinally, the amount of condensed moisture to be expected in that layer is

multiplied by the percent of cloud amount reported in the 3DMEPH. This last

computation assumes that, for layers that are not totally filled with cloud,

the clouds that do exist are randomly distributed and, therefore, the condensed
moisture is evenly distributed throughout the area defined by the point. A
modification of condensed moisture determination in precipitating convective
clouds is discussed in the section "Change in Parameter Determination," Para. 5a

b. Thermogmanic Phase. The termodynamic phase of the condensed moisture

from the previously-discussed process can now be determined. Initially, the
formula given in the discussion of the thermodynamic phase by Smith in USAFETAC
TN 74-1

Percent supercooled water - 2.5 (T-233)

with 233 ic T i 273 and

T in degrees Kelvin

was applied to determine what percentage of the total condensed moisture is

liquid and what ,ortion is solid. This requires the temperature of the point in

question and the total condensed moisture obtained for the layer. Improvement

5
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Figure 5. Vertical Cloud Profile, ST, AS, CS, CI, CC.

in this determination is discussed in subparagraph 5b, "Change in Pr.rameter De-

termination."

If precipitation is present, the thermodynamic phase is applied to cloud
water and to rainwater. Therefore, it is possible to have four types of hydro-
meteors, liquid cloud moisture, solid cloud moisture, liquid rain, and solid

rain or snow.

c. Drop-Size Distribution. After the four types of moisture content have
been determined, a drop-size distribution can be applied to each.

The cloud moisture is distributed in drop size according to the equation,

% CM = A(r - B), as described by Smith in USAFETAC TN 74-1. This relationship

gives the percentage of the total cloud moisture (liquid or solid) at a radius

r. This percentage is then converted to the number of drops/cm3 for a radius r.

The parameters A and B for each particular cloud type are given by Table 3.
Expansion of the drop-size distribution determination technique is discussed in

"Change in Parameter Determination," subparagraph 5c.

7
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Figure 6. Vertical Cloud Profile, SC, WS, AC.

The precipitation distribution Table 3. Drzop-Size Distribution
utilizes another equation cited by Cloud Pa~ramters.

Smith in USAPETAC TN 74-1, which is: CLOUD TYPE A B

[exp (-4.744rx10- Cumulus 45/ 8 2
N(r) - 20 (CM) Cumlus Congestus 25/ 9 4

StratocuIal5us 60/11 2

where r is the drop-size radius in Altostratus 30/ 7 3

microns, CM is the liquid or solid Nimbostratus 54/19 5

precipitation in g/ms, and N(r) is Stratus 30/11 6
the number density of droplets/ms/ Cirrus 48/ 5 8

micron interval. This equation was
applied as shown with the exception of a slight adjustment of the constant -4.74
to -4.555. The number density distribution was first calculated at whole micron:

(1-3000) for a particular amount of precipitation using the constant -4.744. Us-

ing the number of drops determined at each whole micron radius (1-3000) and the

8
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volume cf the drop at that ra-
dius, the total moisturm con-
tent was calculated. The re-

-:. . sultant summation for the 300t-.L01
'"~ i micron intervals accounted fo,-7=• -r, zL: only "• of the initial P.--

cipitatior. (CM). It was de-
. termined that by adjustinr, t-

i" .- constant -4.744 to -4.555, n

t7Ktill the precipitation is accounlý
H Q I~ * for from I and 3000 microns.

... j _4 ',I (IThis • a 4Just~nt of the con-

S• , I i:' ' stant make s It im po s sible t n

--- •'.I . " have any drops larger than
' qv ' ! 3000 microns radius. Thus,

l . L the equation used in the mode, , g to calculate precipitation

-- ' drop-size distribution uses
I c the modified constant (-4.555

K~tr~i .~L ,The model Is set Lup to return
IL , ~ M, the number density/&*/mlcron

I - F4 interval at 150, 450, 750,
*~~ ' ;1<m. 1050, 1350, 1650. 1950, 2250,

... ~ ~and 2850 microns. The ojel
* '4 2 .~can easily be adapted to ac-

- - -: ,ll. - cept other micron intervals.

II~~ C1 L JI A plut ofthe drop-size dia-
II p.- • • tribution for 6.5 g/ma of pre-

.. ' .4, cipitatlon is shown in Pi&i'rr
.L,..__T -.I'.• '1L2.~ 8. As stated earlier, the sar

... t Yas distribution (Figure 8) in an-
. 1>t ped to both solid and liquiu

0. precipitation.

. 5. e of Parameter De-
' ,t e r mi n a~ t i o n .

0 Subsequent to the reports
Ike by Feddes (ETAC #6988) and

"Smith (ETAC TN 74-1) further

Tý o refinements of the model have
( , • been made concerning5 the total

condensed moisture in precipi-

1% 0 o u• tating convective clouds, the
thermodynamic phase determin-
ation, and the mode of calcu-

10
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lating the drop-size distribution. These changes are discussed below.

a. The differential fall velocities of liquid and solid water will decreasc
the total condensed moisture below the freezing level. This decrease has been
substantiated by recent measurements and is accounted for in the model. This

change in total condensed moisture at the freezing level wtll have the greatest

effect in the precipitating portion of a convective cloud where maxinlm moistur
contents in excess of 15 g/m have been observed. Below the treezing level in
precipitating convective clouds, the liquid precipitation portion of the total

condensed moisture in the model has been reduced by a factor of .5 with a cor-
responding reduction in the overall total.

b. The thermodynamic phase of the condensed moisture initially utilized r
linear function to define supercooled water in a temperature range from 0 to

-40C. To further define the amunt of supercooled liquid, curvilinear func-
tions were applied and the cloud types were stratified as either stable (strat'

form) or unstable (Cuulus and cuumalonimbus). The supercooled stable cloud
curve is of the form:

"Wtr- (e8X - 0.0263) x 100%

where B is 0.0909091 *C't, X Is the teperature in 9C limilted by -40 6 X i 0,
and C)%.ter is the condensed moir
ture In percent. The ice portiot,

-•I-T of the supercooled total condensed
. "moisture for stable clouds is:

The supercooled unstable Cloud
S... ..- curve is of the form:

I ~~CXIater I*(Coo**)lO
where A Is -O'*C, X is the tem-

perature in *C linited by -40 a

a• , X O. The ice portion of the

total condensed moisture for un-

stable cloud is:

,,-°,iit;•l~lr.. ' • i ',!'__ ....i'', CIce 100G C~water
IJ . The curves are represented in

'TV~. .* graphic form in Figure 9.

c. The drop-size distribu-jJj H*tions discussed by Sihi i, i, ,. !i il Technical Note and their deriva-

-5 -to -, -to -25 -30 -3 -40 tion in units of number/cmr/
TEMpgRATUff IN *C

micron radius were generalized

Figure 9. Supercooled Cloud Moisture Curves, by curve-fitting to all cloud
Stable and Unstable.

11
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types. This change in the specification of drop-size distribution iŽnables the

user to specify number density at any point on the curve. The model is ar-

ranged to produce number densities at all whole microns (1 through 40). The

amount of detail required by the user is a function of the application. The

normalized equation for the calculation is of the form:

'I Ml ,,)(M (- B
14o. of dropi-{')()(!) exp [(X x~ lo,

where a - point of maximm amplitude
B - location of the origin of the curve

P - percent of CM in 1 amcron interval centered at (a)
V volume of a drop with a radius of (a) (micron3 )

CM - amount of' CH for that calculation
X - drop-size (radius) for %ftich calculation Is made
S - shape factor of the curve

a - amlitude of the cumv
No. of drops - drop density/c&/Alcron radius interval centered at X.

A list of variables for the above equation are given by cloud type in Table 4.
The constants are such that the total amount for each moisture type is accounte,

for within the distribution limits of each cloud type. A typical distribution
kor each cloud type Is graphically displayed In Figures i0a through 10h. The

cloud ice always uses the cirrus drop-size distribution (Figure 10g). Also, it

should be noted that, for convenience of display, cloud water drop-size dis-

tribution is calculated for a cubic centimeter (cm'), whereas the calculations

for precipitation drop-size distribution concern cub.c meters (a').

Table 4. Variables Used in Curve Fitting.

CLOUD TYPE P V X S M a B

ST .0002 65.45 0-40 .1975% 6 2.5 0

SC .0064 65.45 0-25 .436 6 2.5 0

CU .0045 65.45 0-20 .322 6 2.5 0

NS .0003 56.45 0-40 .1575 6 2.5 0

AC .0003 65.45 0-1•0 .:52 6 2.5 0

AS .0181 1767.15 0-40 .124 36 7.5 O
CS .0068 1767.15 5-40 .1755 6 7.5 5

CI .0068 1767.15 5-40 .1755 6 7.5 5
CC .0068 1767.15 5-4o .1755 6 7.5 5
CB .0055 4178.21 0-40 .0593 36 10.0 0

6. Model Output

The output required from this environmental simu.1ation is entirely depend-
ent upon Its application. The application "an range from a frequency distribu-

12
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tion of conlensed moisture to the effects of this model environment on a pay-
load, microwave signal, or on a reentry vehicle through the use of flight simu-
lation.

The modular construction of the model itself allows output at three separat(
exit points. The exit points are sequential such that, the information avail-
able at Exit 1 is also available at Exits 2 and 3 and the Information at Exit "
is available at Exit 3. This modular concept will have a major impact on the

computer time involved if, in certain instances, execution of the program to

the second or third exit points Is not required.

All output information Is for 3 P-lsqer midpoints and the model will
generate 15-level parametcr profiles for a point at each, exit as shown:

1 Total Condensed Mbisture (g/u')

2 a. Cloud Liquid content (g/u)
b. Cloud le* Content (g/*@)
c. Rain Liquid Content (&/W)
d. Rain ice content (g/ui)

3 a. Drop-Size Distribution of Cloud Water and Cloud Ice
(numbe.r/ n/icron interval)

b. Drop-Size Distribution of Rain Water and Ice Water
(number/a/teiron interval)

Tables 5a and 5b indicate the output at each exit for a precipitating cimnalo-
nimbus cloud over water for the appropriate 3 parameters and temperature

profile tabulated in Table 5c.

Table 5a. Model Program Output at Exits 1 and 2 for
Precipitating Cumulonimbus Cloud.

Total
Midpoint Condensed Cloud Cloud Rain Rain

(ight- moisture Liquid Ice Liquid Ice
Layr 9bters) IRMa .LzL (/m) (9e) (90

1 23 10.1140 2.1405 0.000 7.735 0.000
2 69 10.1140 2."05 0.000 7.735 0.000

I l4 10.140 2.405 0.000 7.735 0.000
1O.1l•O 2.4o5 0.000 7.735 0.000

5 458 10.1o0 2.1405 0.000 7.735 0.000
6 838 O.1i•o 2."15 0.000 7.735 0.000

1295 10.1i40 2.1o5 0.000 7.735 O.00o
1752 10.140 2.:o5 0.000 7.735 0.000

9 2514 10.1I40 2.1405 0.000 7.735 0.000
10 367.17 -875 2 .3 QA 0.012 053. 0

o0.061 15. 0.390
12 o8.347 o.623

7391 12.6T5 3.159 0.056 7.647 1.323
1995270.907 0.653
15 13715 4.095 0.000 4.095 0.000 0.000

15
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Table 5c. Input Parameters. 7. Application

Layer Cloud Amount Th•eate input and the output forms de-

(NO.) (Percet1 C . .scribed in the preceding section have

1 100 11 a wide -ariety of applications in de-
2 100 11 veloping climatologies of specific

100 11 paramters individually or in combina-
5 100 10 tions thereof. Many of the environ-
6 100 6

100 5 ntal problem for a specific geO-
100 1 graphical area and season can be ans-

10 100 -4 wred with statistical paramters
11 100 9 derived from tabulations of variables
12 100 -15

200 -22 quaztifipd or utilized in this model.
100 8 The mount of coneesed moisture100to -501 ... . stratified by temperature for a spe-

Low cloud type - No cific area can produce a probability
Mddle cloud ype - None foe successful deployment of a Spe-
Hith cloud type - Nou
Convective cloud tpe - CD cific weapons system. The sam type
Present Weather Parameter - Rain of tabulation can be used to stu th

effects of water and ice on the be-

havlor of passive and activ electro-optical system.

Another application of these parameters Is their use as input to payload
rulnlatlon. WiV thi approach, time-by-tim environntal effects can be

measured for a specific aircraft, signal, or spacecraft and the resulting Im-

pact sumimarizd. This would facilitate bringing specific euvironmental con-

siderations into the design of tue System.

8. Additional Model ,rovemen and Conclusions.

Future developmnt of the model can be accomplished In four distinct areas:

(a) input data accuracy; (b) additional experimntal measurements in deriving

the tables, curves, and formulas; (c) Iprovment in the current estimates by

more elaborate uses of the data carrently available such as wind components and

dew-point depressions; and (d) Investigate time interpolation of th.3 input to

increase the time resolution of the estimates.

improvement that can be made at USAFETAC Is related to (c), above. A spe-

cific improvement will be to define the history of the air mass and the geo-

graphical location of the area in question. Air mass history can be specified

by methods noted by Feddes in ETAC Report #6988 (unpublished). Location of the

air mass can be defined by the geographical location of the 3rIEPH box being

processed.

Improvements to the input data base are continual at AFGWC. With the addi-

tion of' more satellite data and refinements in the cloud anaryses, major im-

provementa in the quality of the input have been accomplished throughout the

period of record. Noting future requirements and the increasing interest in

18
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cloud definition above 20,000 feet., a refivemOnt of the vertical resolution of

the 3W is extrem1Y desirable. Forecast models currently exist at AFGWC

that could well be applied to this model, thus, giving a greater time resolu-

tion to the estimates.

The advent of more and more complex weapons systems continu&aly necessitate

the need for more accurate eniromental definition. By coupling this model

with appropriate siulzation techniques, the impact or the environment can be-

come an even nore alglfcamt Input In the design and testing of future syste,:-

that operate in and above the earth' s atmosphere.

3est Available Copy
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